You won't believe how happy my feet are - even at work!
Gone are the days when women were boxed in to do house chores and serve the men of the
household. Women of today have a modern lifestyle that is definitely more pro-active. With this
lifestyle comes a long list of necessities from hair color to nail art, from make-up trends to
jewellery, and of course, from handbags to shoes! Yes, shoes are my favorite of them all. My daily
activities include meetings with certain personalities like the board of directors, a wide array of
clients with unpredictable moods, and most of the time, my team.

These meetings are can be very exhausting. Imagine giving three presentations, at over two
hours each, all in one day. This type of work flow gives so much strain on my feet and that is why I
would emphasize that I love shoes the most. In my search for the best brand pumps out there, I
have tried quite a number that I can already line them up to rank! Out of around twenty pairs of
shoes in my closet, I have seven pairs that I turn to for different reasons. Five of them are Loeffler
Randall, David Tate, Rockport, Aerosoles, and Cole Haan. Some of these pairs have a friendly
price, some are really comfortable, and some are just breath-taking when it comes to style. My

two favorites, however, are both Manolo Blahnik pumps which I wear almost all the time. When I
have to discuss with my team, I turn to my Esfirapi style Manolo Blahnik pumps.

For board meetings and presentation with clients, I usually go with my Josefa style Manolo
Blahnik pumps. I am most certain that these are the best pair of pumps that I have ever tried on.
The materials that were used are so comfortable that I seldom realize that I have been standing
on four inch heels for over six hours. The styles and silhouettes of each are both elegant and
classy. When I wear these pairs of pumps, I feel confident and that I am on top of my game. If you
are thinking of investing in a good pair of pumps, I strongly suggest you take a pick from the wide
array of Manolo Blahnik pumps. When I say "wide array", I mean they have everything from toe
pumps, to slip-ons, to those with ankle straps! I have gone to over twenty pairs of shoes just to
figure out which pair of pumps would be my feet's best friends. You don't have to search high and
low, just head on over to Manolo Blahnik's!
Visit our website for more details: manoloblahnik-outlet.com

